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A Case Study- Incremental Mining Algorithm On
Library Transactional Database
N.Satyavathi, Dr.B.Rama
Abstract: Association Rule Mining is one of the most essential techniques for mining frequent patterns. Many algorithms have been proposed for
mining association rules by various researchers. Further various algorithms for incremental mining are developed. Recently developed, the FIN_INCRE
algorithm is the incremental algorithms for mining frequent item sets, which updates mined association rules without rescanning the original database.
In this paper, we explain how FIN_INCRE algorithm can be applied on the sample library transactional dataset to find out the borrowing patterns of
books, which helps in stacking of books and selection of books for growth of departmental libraries. It then explains how the FIN-INCRE algorithm can
be applied for updating borrowing without scanning original transactional database when four new transactions are added to the original transactional
database.
Index Terms: Association rules, Borrowing patterns, Frequent item set mining, Incremental mining, Library database, Minimum support, Minimum
confidence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Libraries must be well organized as they are an essential part
of any educational systems. Many library management
systems for libraries have been developed to manage the
books, journals, manuscripts and use them efficiently. They
keep track of student details; books issued, books returned,
availability of books. But these library management systems
don‘t keep track of transactional details of the books over a
long period of time. Information related to books, journals,
manuscripts which are frequently bought together is
embedded in the transactional details. So keeping track of
such details can help librarians to make right decisions like
what kind of books to be ordered for the coming year, stacking
of books according to borrowing pattern, Selection of books for
growth of departmental libraries. Hence to know readers
behavior and improve the library service, decision support
systems must be incorporated into the library management
systems. Such a system can only be implemented by applying
data mining to the data warehouse of the library.
1.1 Data mining
It refers to extracting information from huge amounts of data
which is stored in databases or data warehouses. The
extracted information can help in management's decisionmaking process. Information mined from the data warehouse
system is represented in the form of patterns. Various kinds of
patterns that can be mined are characterization &
discrimination, association rule mining, classification and
prediction, evolutionary analysis, outlier analysis.
1.2 Association Rule Mining
Association rule mining helps in market basket analysis.
Methods of association rule mining aim to find buying patterns
of customers of the supermarket, online shops etc. Association
rule mining is a two-step process: 1) Mining Frequent item sets
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2) Generating association rules form frequent item sets, which
is a straightforward task. Most of the researchers focus on
developing methods for mining frequent item sets [1].
1.3 Frequent Item set Mining
Methods for frequent item set mining find items which are
frequently bought together within the same transactions.
Apriori is the most popular method for mining frequent item
sets. It uses candidate generation method. Due to the
limitations and to improve the efficiency of apriori methods
many algorithms have been developed. Some of them include
Partitioning, Direct hashing and pruning, Dynamic Item set
counting and so on. Databases are dynamic in nature and
may be updated time to time by adding or deleting new data.
When new data is added or deleted, frequent item sets may
become infrequent and infrequent item sets may become
frequent. Hence various incremental mining algorithms have
been developed for frequent item set mining.
1.4 Incremental Item set Mining
FUP (Fast Update algorithm) [2] has been proposed by R.
Agarwal and JC Shafer for incremental mining. The proposed
algorithm first scans the incremental part and finds winner item
sets and looser item sets. Winner item sets are those
infrequent the original dataset which becomes frequent after
adding increment dataset and looser item sets are those
frequent item sets from the original dataset which become
infrequent after adding incremental dataset.FUP needs
multiple scanning of the whole dataset to find final frequent
item sets for the whole dataset. It is best suitable for
incremental mining on only insertion cases. So to overcome
this limitation an enhanced version of FUP was introduced i.e.,
FUP2. FUP2 [3] algorithm works well when the new
transaction is added to or deleted from the original dataset.
The major idea of FUP2 is to reduce the cost of generating
frequent item sets. To achieve this, the following approach is
followed: the Incremental portion of the dataset is scanned;
frequent item sets for the incremental part are determined and
compared with the frequent item sets obtained for original
dataset. Frequent item sets are removed if they became
infrequent after adding or deleting transactions to the original
dataset. The limitation is it requires multiple scans. B.Xu, T.Yi,
F.Wu, and Z.Chen proposed an algorithm called IFP-growth [4]
which is based on the FP-growth algorithm. The main idea of
the Fp-growth algorithm is: Original database is represented in
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the form of Fp-tree and frequent item sets are mined from this
Fp-tree. The same methodology is followed in IFP-growth
algorithm, which constructs FP tree for the original dataset
which is capable of handling insertions and deletions during
database updates. Once an original database is updated, IFPtree is constructed from FP-tree. After construction of IFP tree,
frequent item sets are found.IFP growth algorithm reduces the
number of database scans. MORMI (Multi-Objective Rule
Mining for Incremental dataset) [5] was proposed for
incremental mining. This method first finds frequent item sets
for original dataset. Once the database is updated then it
mines frequent item sets for an updated part and combines
both to get final frequent item sets. To verify the correctness of
the complete set of frequent item sets, once again the whole
dataset is scanned. The main advantage of this approach is it
doesn‘t use candidate item set generation process and doesn‘t
require the user parameters like minimum support and
minimum confidence. But the limitations are user has to
provide parameters like crossover probability and mutation
probabilityRecently an algorithm called FIN_INCRE [6]
algorithm has been developed for incremental mining. The
FIN_INCRE algorithm is based on FIN [7].The approach of
FIN_INCRE is as follows: Original database is represented in
the form of POC tree and frequent item sets are mined from
this tree. Once when the database gets updated POC tree will
update and frequent item sets are mined and updated frequent
item sets are mined accordingly. The proposed algorithm
reduces the number of database scans.
1.5 Generating Association rules from Frequent Item sets
Figures
Determining Association Rules from Frequent item sets is the
straightforward task. A measure called confidence can be used
to generate association rules. By using frequent items all
possible rules are the confidence value is calculated. Rules
which satisfy user-specified minimum confidence are treated
as interested Association rules.
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abbreviations used in table1 are shown in table 2:

The second dataset is Incremented dataset which contains four
transactions. An incremental dataset is shown in table3:
Minimum support=30%, Minimum confidence=50%

2.2 Analysis
Original database i.e., data from Table 1 is considered and
scanned to get the support of each item (shown in table
4)Items which don‘t satisfy minimum support are deleted from
the transactions. Transactions in the database are sorted in
descending order of their support. POC tree is constructed for
the sorted database, shown in Fig1.

2 CASE STUDY
The main aim of this paper is to show how incremental mining
algorithm called FIN_INCRE can be applied on library
transactional database for mining the borrowing patterns of
books which indirectly helps librarians in stacking of books
according to borrowing pattern and selection of books for
development of departmental libraries. So some sample library
transactions are considered and also we describe how
incremental mining is incorporated by adding four more
transactions to the original sample set of the database. In the
end, borrowing patterns are represented in the form of rules
called Association rules.
2.1 Assumptions
Two datasets are considered. The first is initial transactional
dataset contains ten transactions. Every transaction contains
the list of books issued for a student at a particular time. The
initial
transactional
database is
shown
in
table1 and

Fig1. POC- Tree for Original database

POC tree is preorder traversed to get the frequent 2-items.
From frequent 2-items frequent k-item sets are generated and
also Association Rules are generated shown in table6.
Once when a dataset is updated i.e., Table 3 is added to the
original dataset. Support of each item is calculated and stored as
a separate list (shown in table 5).
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Frequent Item sets obtained from incremental dataset:
{{MS:9},{FG:7},{FL:6},{Sp:5},{FG,FL:6}}.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Original POC tree is modified and POC tree is constructed
(shown in Fig2) for the updated dataset: Items ‗IR‘, ‗Hb‘, ‘PA‘ are
Frequent in original data base, but became infrequent in updated
data base .So they are deleted from original POC tree. Item ‗Sp‘
is infrequent in original database but became frequent in updated
database. So Item ‗Sp‘ is inserted into the original database.

Frequent Item set mining is one of the most important data
mining techniques used in market basket analysis for mining
buying patterns of customers in supermarkets. Many
algorithms have been developed for mining frequent item sets.
Recently FIN_INCRE algorithm has been developed for
incremental mining frequent item sets, based on FIN
algorithm. In this paper sample library, a transactional
database is considered and applied a FIN_INCRE algorithm to
mine borrowing patterns of books which is helpful for the
librarians helps in stacking of books according to borrowing
pattern and selection of books for growth of departmental
libraries. Next four more transactions are added to the original
database and shown how FIN_INCRE algorithm can be
applied only on the incremented part to get final borrowing
patterns of the books. In Future, we can apply the FIN_INCRE
algorithm on any disease diagnosis databases.
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